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What makes you the different from everyone around you? I do not mean characteristics that 

distinguish you, I mean in a forensic matter. How can an investigator tell who was at the crime scene if 
they have no recording? Before we used our faces to unlock our phones, we relied on our thumbprint 
and even now we still use our thumbprint for many things. Tom Weatherly book of poems, Thumbprint 

tell a series of events. The interactions that we make as humans, how we recall certain events with one 
little detail. Weatherly created a form of rhythm with his publications he sought to teach what was 
taught to him and ensured that his work was famous not his face. He was most known for his creation of 

a patterned sonic and of course the contribution he gave to his community. He worked numerous jobs 

that varied from a teacher to a cashier at a bookstore as well as a bartender.  

 

Thomas E Weatherly was born on November 1942 and passed in July 2014. His life can be 
explained in very few words, but his work is more than enough to represent the man he was. 
Weatherly’s family had already made a difference in his community, but he had an amazing resume as 

well. At the age of fifteen he attended the Morehouse College to later continue his study at Alabama A 
& M University, Hofstra University, CUNY and Columbia University. His life then led to him serving in the 
United States Marines to return to New York in 1966. While in New York he joined classes with the New 

York’s Umbra Poets as well as some workshops at the Poetry Project which he later taught as well. His 
career as a writer began with the publishing of small journals where he the began describing himself as a 
poet. Weatherly then became connected with St. Mark’s Church in 1972. In 1971 he published the book 

Thumbprint to be followed by one more publication in 2006.  
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A patterned sonic form was a famous creation of Weatherly that he referred to as the double 
glory. The rhyme begins at both ends and goes toward the center and then back out toward the 

beginning and end. The formation of the sonic looked like  

a x x b a x 

x a x a x 

x x a x c 

x a x a c 

a x b x a  

Through out any of his work including those he coedited you will see these sonics hidden between 
pages. His work is one of the few poems that I have seen to contain the topic of sex and even curse 

words.  

Thumbprint first caught my eye with the simplicity of its cover and title. Weatherly was clear that his 

work did not need to get his face famous it just needed to be shared. His face was on the cover, but this 
book was a collection of events and memories. When we look at the structure of each poem included in 
this book, we notice the poems are all centered with an informal title, maybe even description. The 

opening poem has a shadow of darkness with the words sinister, young and darkness. ” her shadow. 
bend. sinister. in my window. as I bend.” (Weatherly 13) I can only assume the poem was the description 
of Gina, a person he may at some point crossed paths with. It may even represent maybe a different 

persona he took on as he wrote some of his poems. He refers to this Gina as maybe a shadow he has 
and even continues to create a connection of this Gina presence in his poems. “she stays. here. sinister. 
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bent. over my grave. poems. asking her young. darkness.” (Weatherly 13) Every period is a 

representation of a breath or even as if he felt that he had to ensure each word or phrase was the 

correct representation.  

 

Weatherly included other poems that seemed to for a specific persona or even scenario. One of 
his poems had the description or even name as “to john wieners”. The poem describes an event or can 
even be an explanation for events that took place. With even the formation of this poem you have a 

clear middle where the atmosphere changes or even the perspective. “these men i’ve kissed and 
wrestled love from, satisfied the spirit” (Weatherly 22) The form of story telling as if a recollection of 
events takes place. He wanted connections to be made and as stated above this may be more of a 

female persona who is actually the one creating this poem. “but not the drama of weighing down weight 
:the tension of fucking springs to.” (Weatherly 22) The perspective now becomes more of the reasoning 
trying to justify the feeling that these other men were not as important as they believed to be. The 

feelings were created and made stronger throughout each line kind of giving us a step by step process of 

the occurring events.  

Scenarios also become a point of interest in these poems. With poem called beachcunt we get 
the perspective of a man and of a woman. It is very rare to understand the perspective of two different 

people who are experiencing the same event. “what is a woman nikki puts on as ron withholds belief” 
(Weatherly 24) We have a character Nikki and one named Ron, with just the opening statement we see 
the difference between the two personas. The woman is of course verbal about their belief as men just 

to what is told and during that time just kept silent. “he, as if he knew she crops the snap shot of the 
beach, moon outside it pulln the tide.” (Weatherly 24) The prediction that the woman will always keep 
the same behavior and men will always know what is happening and they just continue to go with flow. 
The construction of this poem is an excellent example of Weatherly’s patterned sonic. It is short but it 

tells a story of a man and women who are different from each other but their patterns never change.  
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The history of a connection with a person in put into narrative in the poem bearded lady that 
Weatherly has left connected all ways from formatting to the sudden hints in the vacant spaces. “th 

ages, you/ me, as miles of thunder breaks apart thots, dreams, hungers.” (Weatherly 26) The hint of 
disconnection is seen between these three lines. The comparison of thunder and the memories created 
between the interaction of two people hints to as the time passes the memory faded the excitement or 

energy is no retreating becoming less important. One person is no longer being missed by the other the 
memories and feelings become one of many more, the interest between the two is depleted and hence 
the reference to the bearded part. “remember 5 years ago, alone in an age trudging home light 

transparent, noise at that site of your life I sit as th heavy.” (Weatherly 26) A time line is created for the 
exact amount of time needed for this person to be forgotten, they are no just and old memory that 
bring some sort of light to the life you live now. It is not important anymore, but it was a key moment 

during that time. “silence between flashes i come home to, and static where you sit” (Weatherly 26) Th 
presence of that is constantly being remembered when the interaction first happened but as time 
passes like how many things, the memory ages. The memory is recalled at times but it just a memory 

that can be pieced together but the emotions can no longer be felt without the memory. This poem 
comes as a representation of any connection a human makes in their life, we always believe that every 
interaction made is one that will be remembered for a long time but with time it becomes old to where 

the memory is no longer relevant.  
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For one his last poems in the book, I personally see the connection these last pages make to the 
rest of the poems. Each one is a detail for another and honestly, I think the poems go in a not 

chronological order. Some writings are explained by poems prior and other are to the poems in the end. 
“this ol colored boy sorta ambles up to bill golson’s meat market looks in, push th door open. ‘missah 
bill, I wants 3 of dem stuffd pig feets.” (Weatherly 31) This page is the detail we were missing for the 

previous page. A story of a colored man entering a shop owned by a white male and during the time it 
represented the event followed were expected. “I’ll fool this boy good and stuff ‘em wif shit … up come 
luke grin from ear to ear ‘missah bill I wants 3 mo dem pig feets” (Weatherly 31) The series of event is 

said loud in clear in this writing, in this time the colored people were continuously looked down upon 
and those of lighter complexion believed to be superior. The change in wording and dialogue becomes 
apparent when voicing the colored boy and when voicing the believed to be white owner. This Luke 

character was believed to be so idiotic to not notice the difference and yet he indeed did not realize the 
foul play. Weatherly including this specific piece of work in his book made you connect the disrespect 

occurring during the time. 
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Weatherly was a man who career was based on the learning and teaching of many writings. His 
career of writing was never similar to his last, his knowledge varied from one thing to another and his 

writing reflected that. The poem medium and behold is one of few words but the meaning is endless. “ I 
th closer to th centre th country the uglier women II & men III dey talks funny too” (Weatherly 30) If we 
look at the time of the publishing of these poems we can easily connect the events behind the words. By 

the cover of his book we know that Weatherly was from African decent, the hardships suffered were 
endlessly. At times writings and poems was the only form of expression they had. In this 5 lined poem it 
was an attack to those who attacked him and his family endlessly times. Weatherly as you can see in his 

background had a family who created history in many platforms his poems were his. At the time people 
who lived in the center were families who had deep pockets thus majority had white skin. They were 
unattractive in a way that was physical but more of an internal ugliness to say it in simple words. The 

last line where Weatherly mentions their dialogue is kind of a final laugh fir this poem. If you review his 
whole book of poems, you will notice how a lot of words were misspelled or used wrong but the 
meaning of the poem was still visible. This last line is the connection and reasoning of why these poems 

are all in a book together.  

Weatherly career is seemed to be created of unrelated jobs and elated writings between began 
to think of the events in his life you see the connection in each choice he made. Each poem in this book 
in the first read had no actual connection. Until we looked at the poems as if they were a trial to a bigger 

picture. One poem leads us to another until at some point hey became connected as book. Weatherly 
career was connected from him working at bookstore of rare readings to working at a bar where he was 
able to create new interactions with complete strangers, who I believe have a presence in his poems in 
the novel. Hid educational career started very young and he continued his study for a very ling time, his 

mind was one full of curiosity. He proceeds to write a book about saxophones an instrument of music 
which was another form of expression. His family was known for little accomplishments that lead to 
major changes in history and just like his career he never cared for the fame but for what he knew his 
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work essentially represented. His writings were a representation of his time as well as everything he 

learned from his interactions with every human he meets. Just like a thumbprint every human has one 
and it represents one specific thing but, in the end, it connects us as humans. From just a glance we 
know it is essentially the same but when we look at the details it is different for every human and can 

distinguish us. 
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